Objective of the session

Fostering discussion on different strategies to internationalize business research in Higher Education, from the creation of local and global networks to the decision of conducting research abroad.

Do not miss the opportunity to make your research more international!

Timetable

9-9.15h Welcome and introduction to the symposium
Dr. Raul Ramos, Vicedean of Research and PhD of the Faculty of Economics and Business
Dr. Ana Maria Lauroba, Director of the Business Department
Dr. Elio Shijaku, Director of the Internationalization of Business Research Symposium 2018

9.15-9.45h Internationalization of Junior Researchers
Dr. Patricia Elgoibar, Universitat de Barcelona
Dr. Elio Shijaku, Universitat de Barcelona

9.45-10.15h Internationalization of Senior Researchers
Dr. Alfredo Jimenez, KEDGE Business School

10.15-10.40h Coffee break

10.40-11.10h Internationalization of Expatriate Researchers
Dr. Jordi Surroca, University of Groningen

11.10-11.40h Internationalization of Renowned Researchers
Dr. David. R. King, Florida State University

11.40-12h Round table with all participants

Targeted attendees: PhD candidates, Junior and Senior researchers, Journal Editors

Please confirm your participation by registering at: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfpoWiF-DXMgYNyFdzCFUj2bCYznqr0kydpDDGlA_kYLy245w/viewform